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INTRODUCTION

Seismic evidence suggests the presence of several very large
zones of ultra-low velocity (ULVZs) above the core-mantle
boundary (CMB) at several localities (Garnero and Helmberger
1996). Expanding on the notion of D'' as a partially melted
layer, it was an obvious next step to view the ULVZs as gigan-
tic magma chambers (here GMCs; Williams and Garnero 1996;
Williams 1998). For a magmatist whose thoughts have often
been inside magma chambers, these ideas naturally found fer-
tile ground in speculations about the transfer of heat and mat-
ter during the melting and growth of crystals. Here I offer the
preliminary fruits of these speculations.

The discussion begins with boundary conditions and as-
sumptions. Seismic evidence and the recent literature are then
reviewed. There follows a brief review of heat pumping by
compositional convection. At last, the conditions of heat trans-
fer near the CMB are explored, with the conclusion that the
GMCs and outer core constitute paired heat pumps, which
“modulate both heat transport out of the core and the location
of mantle plumes” (Williams 1998).

STIPULATIONS

If there is a GMC at the CMB, several related conditions
may be stipulated. Most of these are obvious and most have
been considered before, e.g., by Williams and Garnero (1996).

(1) The top of the magma chamber is saturated (stably or
metastably) with the crystalline mantle phases.

(2) The bottom of the magma chamber is saturated with the
liquid metal phase of the outer core.

(3) The core is the stove that melts the mantle.
(4) The silicate melt is denser than the crystalline mantle

assemblage (otherwise it would immediately escape upward
from the CMB).

(5) The roof is refractory.
(6) The GMC is a heat sink for heat from the outer core,

which is principally the latent heat of crystallization of the in-
ner core.
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(1) The liquid outer core is well stirred and therefore nearly
isothermal along the CMB. Therefore, if the mantle is laterally
homogeneous and melts at one place, it must melt all along the
CMB, hence the D'' layer is partially melted on a secular time
scale (Williams and Garnero 1996).

(2) Given inference 1, any GMC must tend to drain the D''
layer.

(3) Existence of a GMC implies a local heat flow anomaly
in the underlying outer core.

(4) Given inference 3, then the GMC is also the carrier of
excess heat flow into the overlying mantle. It is therefore a
heat sink for the core and a heat source for the mantle; it is a
heat conduit (Williams 1998).

(5) Given inference 4, a GMC is and must be a plume source
for the mantle (Williams 1998; Williams et al. 1998).

(6) Because the escape of heat is the driving principle for
all Earth dynamics, and given inference 5, there must be a re-
gion of major extension of the lithosphere, and anomalously
high heat flow, for every GMC-plume structure.
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ABSTRACT

Gigantic silicate magma chambers have been postulated to account for seismically inferred
ultra-low-velocity zones at the base of the mantle, acting to modulate heat transport out of the core
and into plumes. In the core, rising plumes of liquid metal and light elements pump the latent heat
outward from the inner core boundary by compositional convection. The outer core thus pumps heat
to the core-mantle boundary (CMB), and the giant magma chamber pumps heat into the mantle to
act as a plume source. Magmatic action at the CMB depends critically on the balance between melt
composition, compressibility, and temperature. A stably resident magma above the CMB must be
denser than the mantle crystals, mostly silicate perovskite (pv) and magnesiowüstite (mw). Dense
melts should form at the CMB, where they must be saturated with Fe and FeO from the core. Given
normal Mg-Fe partitioning, mw will be denser than pv, and melts from pv + mw + iron = liq should
also be intrinsically dense relative to the bulk crystal assemblage. Such melts may become super-
heated to overcome the compositional density, and rise upward in the magma chamber, assisted by
turbulent mixing. Cooled melt sheds dense metal and metal oxide crystals, and growth of these
crystals releases light solute that quickly transports heat upward toward the chamber roof, where it
melts the mantle. Near the roof, dense melt grows from the heat transported upward by composi-
tional convection, and sinks. Excess heat and occasionally some melt escapes to feed plumes in the
mantle. CMB magmas must be among the most Fe-rich in the Earth.
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